Beyond (spectacle) Episode I
Performance Annie Abrahams & Igor Stromajer,
Friday 19 October 2012 – 19h30 Paris time
Here are two links :
http://android.mosaika.tv/ This gives, when we are not streaming really ugly sound
and images, but as soon as we will be streaming all will be perfect. Here you can see
Igor and me. The same image (but without anything around) will be projected in front
of the public in Paris.
http://bram.org/beyond is the url for the chat command room. We try it out now,
normally everything will be cleaned for the beginning of the performance. One can
navigate between commanding, guiding, teasing? Igor and me. The public in Paris
will also get this url as well as the public who will be following us online via the
streaming of ShowOff http://showoffparis.fr/performances/ So commands will be in
English and in French.
At either side of the projection there will be a “reader” with a computer. One will
read aloud in front of a microphone all Annie commands, the other all Igor
commands.
All the text will be read and the performance will probably be more about the text
being written collectively than about what Igor and I can make out of it.
19h15 Igor and Annie connect to check sound etc (I hope I can make it – if not Igor
will wait for me)
19h25 I will leave the interface and go in front of the public in Paris.
19h30 I will very shortly introduce the performance to the public and give them the
command url.
As soon as I will have finished I will come back in front of the webcam, we will wait
30 seconds (so Igor and I will be in the right position and the technician can start the
video projection).
I
20h End The sign for the END will be given by Jan, He will command three time
STOP. That is the sign for the technician in Paris to stop the projection. Igor and I
will have to continue 1 minute after seeing the END sign in order to give the
technician time to stop projecting.

